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1/26...Read more2/26Google banned 25 apps for stealing Facebook sign-in details, removing them immediately removed 25 Android apps from Google Play Store after cybersecurity firm Evina warned google that these apps steal Facebook entry details from users. The apps came with a malware that kept a record of your Facebook login details when you
used it on your phone. These 25 apps have a total of more than 2 million downloads and mostly offered services such as file managers, flashlight, background management, screenshot editor and weather. Here's the list of those 25 apps like by cybersecurity firm Evina, and it is strongly recommended that you remove from your phone...... Read
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downloads... Read more25/26iHealth step counter... Read more26/26Com.tyapp.fiction... Read more If you're new to invest, can you wonder, what does a broker do? And do I really need one? For the most part, brokers are essential to buying and selling shares and other securities. If you are interested in using a stock broker, it's important to know what type
of broker is best for you and to understand the type of services brokers. Read on to understand how to define broker so that you can choose the best broker for your investments. What is a stockbroker? A financial broker is an intermediary authorized to sell and purchase securities and shares on behalf of buyers and sellers. Brokers provide various
investment services on behalf of their clients, usually on commission. brokers charge different fees for brokerage services, but they are usually dependent on the concept of price per trade. How to become a broker to become stock makers, individuals must pass the General Securities Representative Examination, also called the Series 7 examination. They
will then be authorised to trade stock on the stock market. Understand: The best Online Stock Brokers for Beginners Types of Stockbrokers if you are a starting investor, the first step to building your investment portfolio will be choosing a broker and opening a brokers account. Of the types of service stock brokers offering, they generally fall into one of the
following three categories: Execution-only, in which the broker only performs the buyer's instructions for sale or sale. Advisory trade, in which the broker advises the client on what is the best trades, but leaves the decision to the investor. Discretionary trade, in which the investor empowers the stock broker to make transactions at its own discretion of the
broker, with an understanding of the investor's ultimate investment objectives. Understanding: The best Robo-Advisors Execution-Only Stockmakelers Execution-only stock makers do not offer customers advice on the benefits or risks of a certain investment; they simply act as an intermediary to buy and sell at the customer's request. These types of stock
makers usually offer their services over the phone. They are best suited to people who have enough knowledge of the stock market to make decisions without needing outside counselling. Execution-only stock makers usually have low fees, which is an advantage for using this type of stock makers. Advice Handling Stockbrokers With an advisory broker,
there is an open dialogue between the client and the broker. The client may ask the broker for advice when deciding whether to buy or sell a stock, and the broker can contact the customer as well to suggest they are considering buying or selling a certain stock. Advisory action of stock makers is a good choice for people who want to be practical about their
investment choices. Discretionary Dealing Stockbrokers For those who benefit a more practical approach to investment, a discretionary trade deal can be the better choice. With a discretionary trading broker, a client will pre-discuss their investment goals, overall portfolio, risk tolerance and other parameters with the broker in advance. Then, it is up to the
broker to decide when to buy and sell to meet the expectations the customer has set. This type of arrangement requires a lot of confidence in the broker you choose. Traditional vs. Discount Broker Definition Traditional brokers generally engage in advice trading or in some cases, discretionary handling on behalf of their clients. These types of brokers tend to
have a one-on-one relationship with their clients. Discount brokers, or online brokers, tend to be execution-only. Many investors today use discount makers to to do. Related: The Best Investment Brokers Cost One of the biggest differences between traditional and discount brokers are the fees. Because traditional brokers brokers One-on-one services, the
fees are much higher than with discounted makers, who tend to have low fees. Hours With a traditional broker, trading can only be done during stock market hours, although some brokers do offer extended hours for additional fees. With discount brokers, trading can be done online 24/7. Advice Traditional brokers usually offer help and advice for customers,
but discount brokers usually don't. People who would like to have a personal relationship with their broker, or who can benefit from their expert input, should opt for a traditional broker. How to choose a broker before you commit to opening an account with one broker or another, you need to do your research and compare the options available to you. You
should also ask yourself what kind of benefits and services you are going to use and how you plan to invest. Choosing the right broker can be the best investment you can make. Up Next: How to buy shares online Shahin contributed to reporting for this article. The best IRA Accounts The Best Roth IRA Accounts The best 401k Companies Terror is probably
the word that best describes what most entrepreneurs feel when they go against big competitors. It was definitely what I felt when I struggled with the likes of Procter &amp; Gamble of Bristol-Meyers. One of the first lessons I learned was that you can't compete with big companies on their own terms – that's not to say you can't compete with them at all. You
can, but only by doing what the big boys can't do: by an entrepreneur and act like one. This is especially true when it comes to building a sales force. A small company with some salespeopons simply isn't a match for the strong, well-organised, well-funded field sales organizations of the Fortune 500. When a large company cranks its giant tank and starts it in
the way, you will be crazy to crank your small tank and go against it. But suppose you're trading your little tank for four jeeps with bazookas. Then you can get off the road and knock the piston out. Let's say you have a product with a unique claim, which means it's better, cheaper, more healthy, more efficient, whatever. Let's also assert that the claim is true.
(If your product doesn't, in fact, have a unique claim, you should probably go back to the drawing board. With a me-too product, the best you can do is try to steal a part of the market, which takes more money than most small companies have.) Finally, let's assist that your first competitor is a giant, with tons of money and an army of people waiting to expel
someone trying to expel his territory. The first thing you need is a field sales organization. For most small companies, this means hiring independent sales representatives – exactly what kind depends on the product. If you have, say, an automatic Cutter, you probably need manufacturers' teams; if you have a cookie mixture, on the other hand, you need food
makers. Anyway, you will rely on intermediaries to get your product to get retail outlets, and it goes without saying that you want the best sales teams you can find. I myself have spent a fair amount of time on both sides of this relationship. For more than 30 years, I've made a good life as a food broker; For over 20 years, I'm involved in products for which I
had to hire brokers. I'm here to tell you that there are specific things you can do to improve your chances of success. For openers, go to the Yellow pages and check among brokers, agents and teams manufacturers, or what do you have. (From here on I will refer to brokers, rather than teams, but the same principles apply to hiring any third-party salesman.)
Then make some calls. Ask whoever answers to give you the names of the three or four largest brokers in the area. During your calls, you should also find out who represents your competitors. In 15 minutes you will know the names of the top 10 brokers. Eliminate the names of your competitors' brokers, and you will wind up with a list of companies that can,
if they wish, represent your product. Next, dial the names on your list. Again, you can talk to whom the phone answers. Ask which lines the firm represents, pay special attention to the four largest and the four smallest. Now it's time to do a comparison shopping. If you have a food product (as we accept in this case), you'll want to visit a good diache of the
grocery outlets in the city – not only big chain stores, but also small independents. Don't ask anyone: just look and compare. Please note the distribution and shelf position of the four small company products. Is Mother Hubbard's Cocoa at eye level, or heading down the floor? Does it have as many faces as Hershey's? Is there a kind of point-of-purchase
display or drawing, with coupons, movies or a special price? Can you find Mother Hubbard's above the milk cabinet, as well as in the cocoa section? Does it even have (miracle of miracles) and end show? Obviously, which consipates good display will vary from product to product, storage to storage, and business to business, but there is one universal truth:
good performance doesn't happen accidentally or by magic. It happens only when someone makes it happen. By comparing the displays of the lines represented by a specific broker or answer, you can quickly say whether he is dominated by his biggest accounts or not. If he is, hide him from your list and go to the next name. Sooner or later you should get a
warm feeling about one of these brokers, a sense that he pays attention to his small accounts. If you don't, go back and extend your list. But when you get that hot feeling, stop. You have your husband. Don't even try to determine who is second or third. In conducting this research, you must have the temptation to ask a shop buyer who is the best broker. For
starters, his friends are probably not the best brokers. (Owners of brokerage firms tend to associate with shop owners, rather than buyers.) Moreover, if he gives you a name, you're fasting. Then you can't appoint anyone else without insulting him. And if you hire the person he recommends, you'll never be able to change brokers. If you try, the broker will go
straight to the buyer, who will probably threaten to cut you off. Worse still, the broker will know that you are stuck, so you will never give the kind of service you need. You should also refhold asking the advice of friends in other companies, whose situation, after all, is not like yours. Let the distribution and display do the talking. The shelves will tell you
everything you need to know: what kind of connections the broker has at the store management level; whether he has enough people to do the work; how well he represents all his lines in all stores. After chose your broker, get ready to roll out your jeeps. First, you should consider the person you want in your case. Be assured that he is a true entrepreneur.
Since he's a successful broker - that's why you chose him - he's also very good off. His income can be in the top 1% or 20% of the population, including fringe benefits, such as yachts (or boats, as he will call them), fancy cars, ski lodges, you name it. What He doesn't need is your product. If your company and product are new, chances are he doesn't even
want to listen to you. After all, you're not going to produce instant commissions for him, and that's how he makes his money. It takes time to introduce a new line - time that would otherwise be spent in the field, building sales of products that already earn commissions. Meetings must be held, places made, salespeopons have brought to speed. The bigger the
market and the larger the broker's organization, the more expensive it is for him to introduce a new line. For that reason, he will generally not adopt any product that does not comply with his minimum commission requirements. You want him. He doesn't want you. So you crank up your first jeep. Your first and most important goal is to get to the broker itself –
that is, to the person who owns the firm. Do this however you can, but under no circumstances should you agree to talk to anyone other than the owner. It doesn't matter what title he uses. You don't care who the president or chairperson is, nor are you interested that his son now runs the business – unless his son owns the business. The owner is your target.
If he is 80 and in a wheelchair, he's still your man. Call him at 08:01 in the morning. Remember, all brokers are entrepreneurs, and most of them hate to waste time on such useless activities as sleep. They are early birds, and they like other early birds. If you call at 8:01, furthermore, his secretary probably won't be there to intercept his calls, so you can get
him on the horn without Large. If its secretary is also an early rise, and refuses to leave you through without an explanation, explanation, him at home. No first-class broker in America has an unlisted phone. If he did, your warm feeling was wrong. When you reach him home, don't try to be smart or smart. Tell him the truth: you couldn't get through to him at
the office, and what you have to discuss is unique and innovative. You don't want to discuss it with him and no one else. Wherever you reach him, it is important to determine in his mind that you and he are at the same level: tell him you are ceo of your company. Say you are checking shops and have concluded that he is the broker for your product (the
truth); that you do not go interviewed with the market (proof of your intelligence); that you have an extraordinary product with a strong marketing program (probably a white lie). Assure him that you would like to meet your people with his people at a mutually convenient time, but first you want to meet with him personally. You can safely assume that you have
to deal with an egomaniac, so try flattery. Say that you've heard a lot about him, that he knows the market better than anyone in town, that you'd like his thoughts on something - anything. Don't tell him what the product is about the phone, not even the category. If pressed, you can say you have a whole new concept about broker-principal relationships, that
you think 30-day contracts are absurd. If things really get desperate, use words like long-term, non-cancelling agreements. Remember, you're driving a jeep, and you're talking to an entrepreneur who can't resist a new idea. Once your meeting is set, crawl jeep number two. Your future with the broker will be decided during the first 10 minutes of your meeting.
If he offers your coffee; if he doesn't, try to gracefully represent it. It always helps to break bread with an entrepreneur. This is the time to tell him about your product, but let him know immediately that you understand how expensive it is for him to adopt a new line. You also know how often he has built a brand in his market just to lose it for no reason.
Therefore, you are willing to sign an agreement that no one will ever be allowed to blackforce him if he is successful in helping you build a business in his market. You will now have his full and unsatisfied attention. Have you made a stupid promise? No. The keyword was successful. This means distribution, and that means sales. You still determine your own
market goals. If he can accomplish and sustain those goals, why in hell will you ever allow someone to fire him anyway? It's one of your jeeps, and a powerful one on that. A company with a giant tank cannot make such a commitment - or, at any rate, won't. You can. Obviously you have to build in safety measures, but the point is that you are willing to make
a long-term commitment, and you should. Now crank up jeep number three. Tell him that you more respected by its market than the opinion of any advertising agency or even your own vice president of marketing. You Note that he looks at you with a glass staring at awe. It's a good sign. Carry on. Say that you want him to help you decide how to spend
marketing funds in his area; that you would like his personal involvement; that you want it to be his plan. If you lie, he'll know it. He also understands warm feelings. Crached itep number four. Ask him to help you design a bonus plan for him and his people - one that will work in his organization. If you've done your job, you've just used the best sales manager
for your product in that market. Even if your company is small, and your product still has to generate any commissions, you have a partner in that town that can make miracles happen. You gave him something else. You gave him a good and honest reason to make your company successful in his market. It's more or less how I hired brokers, and how I was
hired by smart heads myself. Sometimes, of course, the CEO delegs the responsibility. A word of advice: whoever uses your brokers or teams must have full authority to make decisions. If you delegate to someone who isn't the final decision-maker, I suggest you turn your jeeps in for a tank because you just join the big boys whether you're ready or not. Of
course, this technique for hiring sales teams is not foolish. You won't always get your husband. Despite your best efforts, you may struggle to identify the right person. Or you may have hit him at the wrong time. Or you can be better off with a smaller broker. It doesn't matter. If you fail, just go back, prolong your list, and start over. The most important thing to
remember is that you go against tanks, and your best hope lies in your jeeps. In those types of battles, you're going to need a partner who can manage those jeeps as well as you can manage. You.
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